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Abstract. Given a hnire automaton, its infinite behavior i!: defined by Bikhi (1962), Eilenberg 
(1974) and McNaughton (1966) as the set of all infinite sequences of letters which label paths 
passing infinitely many times through a given subset of states. Two finite automata are said to be 
equivalent when their infinite behaviors are equal. 
In this paper we give a necessary and sufficient condition of equivalence, which uses consider- 
ation< over tl~ite behaviors only. An algorithm for the general case (deterministic or not) is given; 
its tirrle and space complexity is better than any other existent method. 
1. Introduction 
Given a finite set E, an automaton A over C is composed of a kite set of 
states Q, a set of initial states J E Q, a set of terminal states T c Q, and a set 
of edges E c Q x.Z x Q. An o-path in A is an infinite sequence p = 
(so, ~1, q,)(q,, u2, q2). . . (qn+ o,, q,,) . . . of consecutive edges. The sequence 
CJICz...a”... is called the label of p. An w-path p is said to be successful when 
there exists q E T such that q,, = q for infinitely many n E N 
This notion of successfulness is commonly known as Biichi’s condition [l]. Given 
two automata A and B, we say that A is equivalent to B when the set of labels of 
successful o-paths in A (respectively B), noted 11 AlI (respectively 11 Bll), satisfies 
IIAII = Ml= 
We can prove the equivalence of two automata A and f3, by using a basic fact 
that can be deduced from [1], and which is: A and B are equivalent iff they accept 
the same ultimately periodic labels (i.e., labels of the form (~7~). 
The simplest way to verify that there exists an ultimately periodic label accepted 
by one automaton but not by the other, consists on constructing the product A x B, 
then inspecting all finite labels of length Grin’, where n and n’ denote the number 
of states of A and B, respectively. 
This method, like all the enumerating ones, is not efficient at all for ow purpose 
in designing a practical algorithm; because if k denotes the cardinality of E, there 
are (I; + I )““’ labels of length s nn’, *and since A and B art not deterministic, as well 
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as A x B, for every label of length 1, there might exist (an’)’ distinct paths in A x B 
having that label. Thus it is obvious that such an algorithm cannot be practically 
implemented. 
In this paper, a novel algorithm is presented to decide the equivalence, which 
uses also the characterization by the ultimately periodic labels. The main idea is as 
follows: if 6 denotes the deterministic actomaton that accepts the left factors of B, 
we construct the product A x .I?; then we verify that all labels of cycles in A X 6 
passing through a couple of states, of which the first component is terminal, do not 
correspond to labels of cycles in B which pass through a terminal state. This 
correspondence is tested by forming the product of automata which are extracted 
from B and A x 6. 
The latter algorithm is more efficient because it eliminates a great part of the 
repeated computations that occur in the previous one. Furthermore, it can be easily 
implemented. 
In Section 2 we give the main definitions, which are mostly those given in [3]. In 
Section 3, a theorem offers a necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence 
problem. This condition can be tested by the aid of Proposition 4.3. Finally, we 
suggest in Section 4 an algorithm using only classic procedures such as the subset 
construction [3,5]. 
2. Notation and basic definitions 
Let C be a finite set, the alpilahe~ We use C* (respectiveiy I”‘) to denote the set 
of all finite (respecrively infinite) sequences on ,V. If P, w’ E E”, CM+ is the concatenation 
of L’ and MY. If L, L’ c z’* LL’ 1s the set of UM! such that u E k :tnd WV E L’. We denote 
by I the empty sequent;. 
Definition 2.1. A finite automaton over 1 is composed of the following data: 
- States: a finite set Q of elements called states. 
- fuitiul stars: a subset I of Q; the states in I are called initial. 
- ‘Terminal states: a subset T of Q; the states in T are called terminal. 
- Edges: a subset E of Q x Z x (3. A triple (11, U, 4) in E is called an edge of tht~ 
automaton. The edge (p, u, q) begins at p, ends dt y, and carries the label cr. WC 
frequently use the notation p --z 11 to indicate the edge. 
We shall use the notation A = (Q, I, T) for an automaton, the set E of edges is 
left out of notation. 
Jn the following, ,A = (0, I, 7’) is a tixed but arbitrary automaton. 
Definition 2.2. A pat/r I, in A is ~1 (non-empty) finite sequence 
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of consecutive dges. An abbreviated notation for a path is 
%‘u’ 91 l . . ,*‘i qk or 9 ,@1~2--& qk, 
when only the beginning and the end of the path are to be kept. 
The element w = qu2. . . ak E 2l* is called the label of p. 
The path is called successful if
The set of all labels of successful paths is denoted by IAI. This is a subset of C*. 
Given a subset C of Z*, we say that A recognizes f iff L = IAI. 
Definition 2.3. Let u =a qa, . . . u,, . . . (an E Z) be a member of C”. An w-path in A 
with label u is defined as an element p E Q” such that for each n E N 
j-4, +“” p?l + I 
is an edge in A. We define 
In(p) =(9 19 E Q and 9 =pn for infinitely many n E IV}. 
Thus In(p\ ic the set of all states through which p passes infinitely many times. Thz 
o-path is Ad to be successful if
POE 1 and In(p)n T#fl. 
The set of all labels of successful w-paths is denoted by lia411. This is a subset of C”‘. 
Given a subset L of Y’, we say that A recognizes L iff L = ]I All. 




( p’. p”) -+” 19’, 9”) 
is in C iff p’-” 9’ is an edge in A, and at the same time p”-+” q” is an edge in B. 
The automaton C is called the product of A and B. 
Proposition 2.5. IA x B( = IAl n 1~1. 
Definition 2.6. A is said to blz deterministic if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) A has one initial state; 
(2) For 9 E Q and (;r E C there is at most one edge q -+r’p in A. 
The dc!erministic automatcn A is said to be complete if in (2) we can replace ‘at 
most one by ‘exactly one’. 
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Ddinition 2.7. Given two accessible’ states 9, 9’ in A, we define’ 
L.,(q, 9’)={w( WE C’ and 9-+“‘9’}. 
Thus LA (9,9’) is the set of all non-empty labels of paths beginning at 9 and ending 
at 9’. 
We define also 
KA(9) = {uw( uw E C’ and 3f E T such that 9 -+ t hH’ 9}. 
Thus K,(q) is the set of all labels of looping paths and passing by at least one 
terminal state. If 9 E T, then K,(q) is the set of all labels of looping paths. 
3. Main theorem 
We first define the operator Y2’, introduced by Darondeau and Kott [?I. and 
which is closely related to the cPperator ‘0’. 
DeFf:~~n 3.1. Let L be a subset of S* Let Lf’ the set of those members of 2”’ . 
which are an infinite repetition of an element (different from the empty sequence 
1) of L, i.e., 
Lr~={u’“IuE L-(l)}. 
Let now two automata A, ard A2 (not necessarily deterministic). We denote by 
a, the complete deterministic automaton obtained from A, by the .wb.w consmc*tio~~ 
131. This construction is also known as the d~1er?li)li=(ltio~l ~RNV~U’C’. Thus A, is 
deterministic and satisfies iA,1 = [,&I. W e write .& -= (& f2, k>. Let M be the product 
A, x a,: we have the following theorem. 
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Condition (iii) means almost the same thing, but where the labels leading from 
an initial state to a terminal one were suppressed. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof follows the following pattern: 
i 
/()x 
(iii) -I (ii) 
(i)e (ii). This equivalence 13 consequence of Biichi’s results [ 1] about regular 
languages in 2”. 
(i)+iii). Let s = c t,, 4) be an element of T, x & if there is no path leading from 
an initial state of f, >I, & to (t, (i), then the inclusion holds because both sets are 
empty. If the set L,,(s, s) is empty, the condition still holds. 
Assume now that is not the case. Let u be label of a fixed but arbitrary path 
(i,, iz) -+” 4 I, (i) = s. (1) 
Let P E L&. s). Thus there exists a path in M looping Over s: 
(t.(i)- &l‘(I, 4,. (2) 
We shaii show that there exists 9 E G (IV recall that 9 is a subset of @) such that 
L”O E K\.(y)“. 
By construction of A, x A,, and because of ( 1) anct (2), the following w-path in 
A, is successful and is ladelled with uv”’ 
In fact. this o-p&h passes infinitely many times through the terminal state t. 
Therefore, we have IIV’~’ E 11 A, 11. By hypothesis, l/A, 11 c liA,il; this implies 
t&” E llA211. 
By definition of the set 11 AJ, there exists an o-path p in A2 which passes infinitely 
many times through the set T2 ot‘ terminal states. As the set T2 is kite, the,,e exists 
a state t’c T2 such that t*E In(P). 
Let i’ be the beginning of p. Let q,,, ql;. . . y,,, . . . , yI1 E Q2, the infinite sequence in 
the co-path p, which satisfies 
.I 
I - “ if,) and 9,! 3’ y,, i I for all n 2 0. 
Since the set Q2 is finite, there exists 9 such that 9 = 9,, for infinitely many i E N. 
?‘!IUS the w-path p passes infinitely many times through 9 and t’. We deduce from 
this thitt we can find 11 .> 0, fr1 ;> 0 and tr, 7 E L”’ satisfying 
., -: , -__#“” 9 -11 t’ _jT 9 3 . . . and ~7 = v”‘. (3) 
In fact let 11 be the least index such that 9 = 9,1. Since t’ E In(p), let o- be the 
smallest sequence which satisfies 
-, 
1 ___+“i “lr &.._+ . . . in the o-path p, 
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and if 7 is the smallest sequence such that 
i’+ UU”U7 g+-• in the o-path p, 
the sequences G and 7 satisfy condition (3). An it is easy to see that 07 is equal to 
d” with m > 0. 
Thus we proved that urn E I&(q), which implits PY E K&#. 
Since uv” is a label of the path i’ -4’“” q and A2 is deterministic, we deduce that 
qE 4 
Hence we showed that u“’ E K,,(q)” with q E 4. 
(iii) *(ii). Let i E I, and t E T, such that both I&,( i, 1) and LA,( t, t) are nonempty. 
Let p be the following o-path (which is successful) in Al with label UU”: 
p:i-+” t+vt-+vt-+*-. 
Since A2 is complete and deterministic, there exists in & a unique w-path p^ 
labelled with I.&‘. Sir\ce & is finite, there exist 4 E & n > 0 and m > 0 which satisfy 
p: f2 ---, UC’” 9^ --, L”” 4. 
By construction of A, x AZ, the following o-path is in A, x A,: 
(i, f.J+“L”’ (l, (j)-+“” (t, i)+“” (t, G)+ l l l . 
Thus the state (t, j) satisfies the hypothesis of condition (iii), and it follows that 
there exists q E ij saAfying 
( U”‘)w E K,+( q)Y 
We must show now that we can find k > 0, UE S*, T E E* and tk T2 such that 
q _+(’ t’_.7 4 is a path in A?, with the condition (~7 = o! 
indeed, if those tlements exist, it follows from the o-path i; that there exists a 
path in A2 with label UU”, beginning at ik I2 and ending at q, thus the label &a 
is in LA2( i’, t’j and OCR is in LA2( t’, t’). 
We can conclude that UV”U(@‘, which is equal to ULT(“, is in l&i’, t’)f+( t’, t’)“. 
The proof of the existence of k, cr, T and t’ is left to the reader: 0 
Theorem 3.2 does not provide us yet with a method to verify condition (i 1, since 
we do not know how to compute the set ISI” for a given automaton 
In the next section we give an etiective procedure for condition 
based on simple considerations. 
S. 
(ii;) which is 
4. The algorithm 
We first define the notion of ‘cycle-free’. We then give a lemma in preparation 
for the propositicjn which provides the procedure of decision. Given a set L G I”, 
we denote by L X * -- L its complementary w.r.t. z‘*. 
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Definition 4.1. Let L E z1* ; L is said to be cyck-free iff, f’or all v E L, the set v+ 
satisfies t)+ n (X* - L) f 0. 
Thus L is cycle-free ifI it does not contain all the multiples of its elements. 
We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2 ([2]). Gioen two subsets A, B of E*, such that u+ E B for all u in B, the 
following propositions are equivalent: 
(i) (.4+jR c B? 
(ii) A + n (X* - B) is cycle-jkee. 
Let now S = (0, {s}, {s}) b e an automaton with the same initial and terminal state 
s; and let C=(Q c, ic., T,) be an arbitrary complete deterministic automaton. 
We recall that we cnn obtain from C the automaton which recognizes C* - ICI, 
just by replacing the set of terminal states T, by its complemer&q w.r.t. Q=. 
Proposition 4.3. Ii&e follctwing propositions are equivalmt : 
(i) ISI n !Cl is cycle-free. 
(ii) for all terminal states z in the product S x C, we have 
Proof. (i) *(ii). Suppose that there exists a terminal state z = (s, t) of S x C and a 
9 E X* satisfying 
wz L,,,.((3, i,): z)n Lsx& ;z). (4) 
It foHows that we can find two paths in S x C such that 
(s, i,) -2’ z and z- ir 2. 
We say that ct+ c ISI n ICI, which is contrary to the assumption of (i), and thus 
we cannot find u satisfying (4). 
In fact, by construction of S x C, we can see easily that mun belongs to both ISI 
and \C( for any PIE IV. 
(ii)=+(i). Suppose there exists CTE ISI n ICI (Z 1) such that (T’ E ISI n ICI for any 
I1 > 0. 
Thus we can find a path in S beginning and ending at s with label a, 
Since C is complete and deterministic, there is an w-path in C which satisfies 
Since Q, is finite, it follows that there exist Y,!, m E N satisfying t, = t,, +m = i, 0~: m. 
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Thus we can construct in S x C the following path: 
(s, i,) ---C” (s, t) -2” (s, t). 
If we consider the label a”“‘, it is clear that it belongs to f.,,,.((s, i,), (s, t))n 
Lsx&, t), (s, I)), which is contrary to assumption (ii); hence, the set ISI n ICI is 
cycle-free. 0 
We now have almost a11 the tools to give an effective algorithm to decide whether 
IIAI II c llA4 
In fact, the subset construction and product procedures are classic. The computa- 
tion of the sets LA(p, p’) is obtained from the automaion A by replacing the sets of 
initial and terminal states by {p} and {p’} respectively. We denote it by (Q, {p), (p’}),+ 
As for the set K&), we can compute it as follows. 
Proposition 4.4. Giocn an awmaton A = (Q, I, T) and q E Q* we &fine tkfbllowin~ 
arriantaton Blf: 
(a) Y E T, B, = <Q, (4)~ k~h\. 
(b) q fz T, Bq = (Q x{O, I,?} : 1 x(o) ;{(y. 3)). 
An e&c (p, i) --+‘* (p’, i’) is in B, #p --+” p’ is an edge in A, artd i and i’ sati.$ 
i = 0 then if‘p’c T then i’ = 1 else i’ = 0 
i = 2 then i’ - 2, 
F’roof. The quality is obvious when q t T. Suppose nov that y & T. The ‘index’ i 
takes the value 1 whenever the path beginning at q encounters a terminal state, then 
it become.5 2 when the path pwes through q again. The label of that path is obviously 
in K,,(yL L-1 
We can now fornwl;rte an ;ilgorithm to decide the inclusion. 
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Step 4. For all s = (2, 4) E 7’, x & do: 
(a) Construct S = (QM, {s}, (s})~ obtained from M. 
(b) For all qEq* do S=SxD, 
(c) For all termlnaY states z = (s, t) in S = (Q,, {i,}, T,), if the product 
(Qs, hl, {z)>s x(Qs, Ld, Ws d oes contain a successful path, then (ouqxt “No”; go 
to Step 6). 
Step 5. Output “Yes”. 
Step 6. Halt. 
Theorem 4.6. 7%~~ algorithm output is “ Yes” if 11 AI 11 c llAzl/, and “ No” otherwise. 
Proof. At Step 3 we construct he automata recognizing the set E* - K,,(q), for all 
9 E Q?. Thus at the en4 of Step 4(b), S is the automaton which recognizes I!+&, s) n 
By Theorem 32(iii) and Lemma 4.2,/ A, II G 11 AZ II iff the mentioned set is ‘cycle-free’ 
for all s E T, X & 
By Proposition 4.3, ISI is cycle-free iff the product described at Step 4(c) does not 
contain any successful path, and this for all terminal states in S. !II 
For clarity, we omittefd from the ;dl g+thm many optimizations. For instance, at 
Step 3. we can replace the set T, x & by a subset of it (with a minimal cardinality); 
at Step 4(c), we can eliminate from the set of terminal states, all those which are 
no; contained in cycles. 
From the method described above we can also derive an algorithm to construct 
an automaton that recognizes the complementary of llA[l with respect to C”. 
5. Complexity 
Let A be an automaton with n states. During a procedure, we take 2s unit time 
(respectively space) the creation (respectively storage) of a state. Thus, the needed 
time and space to construct the automaton which recognizes the sets LA or KA is 
in 0( 11): the subset construction takes O(2”). If A’ is another automaton having n’ 
states, the product A x A’ requires O(nn’) in time and space. With all these considcr- 
ations, Algorithm 4.5 determines the inclusion 11 Ali c 11 A’ll in (ht worse) 0( n32n”3+3n”) 
time and O(~r’2”““’ +I)) space. 
In fact, let m be the number of states of the automaton M; we have m s n2”‘. 
The complexity ot‘ the algorithm is dominated by th:: loop at Step 4: there are at 
most nr such 100~s. Step 4(b) is of complexity O(rr(2”‘)“‘) because it computes the 
product of an automaton, having at most nz statr;s, with a certain number-inferior 
to rz’- of automata Dq, where each of them has a number of states inferior to 2”‘. 
Let h be the number of states of S at the end of Step 4(b); we have h s m(2”‘)“. 
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The complexity of Step 4(c) is proportional to the number of terminal states t which 
is inferior to (2”‘)“‘; the product at this step requires O(h2) time and space. 
In conclusion, the global complexity in time is grossly proportional to 
tn(2n’2h2), 
which is bounded by n323n’(n’+‘). The maximum bound in space is given by the 
maximum size h2 of the product at Step 4(c), which is n222”‘(n’+‘). 
In comparison, the direct algorithm which inspects the labels of length WIPI’ in 
the product A x A’, requires (at worse) a computation time proportional to (nn’)““‘, 
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